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ABSTRACT
The purpose of virtual memory is to enlarge the address space, the set of addresses a program can utilize. The
operating system divides virtual memory into pages, each of which contains a fixed number of addresses. Each
page is stored on a disk until it is needed & in an operating system that uses paging for virtual memory
management, Demand Paging is used. Demand Paging’s effectiveness depends on page replacement policy used
as well as many other factors, but the project focuses on enhanced page replacement policies and their
simulation. So, the first proposed technique for page replacement in demand paging is Advanced LRU. It uses
some parameters like Spent-Time-Since-Last-Reference (T) and Total-Number-of-References (R), which provide
better criteria to remove the page from TLB. Another technique has been proposed which makes the use of
Augmented Data Structures. In this technique the data structure used in the TLB is augmented with others, so as
to decrease the time for fetching the required page. This paper shows that the hit-rate and hit-ratio was
significantly improved than the existing algorithms, thus proving the proposed techniques to be more efficient.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
As new pages need to be added to the temporary TLB, old ones need to be removed. As, this can affect the
performance of the memory, the page that is removed due to demand paging should either increase the performance
or have no effect at all. So, the page replacement policy that is designed here, aims to remove the page, that
increases the hit-ratio [1].
For implementing new policies in the system, it is vital to measure its performance, comparing them with
existing ones by measuring the efficiency of the researched page replacement policies, effects of thrashing,
calculating cache hit or miss ratio, etc.
While the new Linux memory management is well-documented, it is typically difficult to fully understand
the behavior of a Linux subsystem without direct experimentation, especially if planning to modify it in further
development or research. This would typically involve observing the behavior of the memory management module
in a variety of synthetic test cases, followed by an attempt to change the memory module to implement a new page
replacement policy, where it is determined how those changes alter its behavior. The existing Linux kernel uses
LRU as its page replacement policy, as it is the most suitable one in practical terms. Therefore Researchers are
modifying and extending LRU policy with new ones. This Project aims to increase the performance of the
replacement of page during demand paging by designing new algorithm that increases the hit-ratio and also to
perform a comparative analysis with the existing algorithms, to see the performance of these new proposed
algorithms in actual environment, and whether they will enhance the performance by decreasing page fault rate
while acquiring minimum overheads [1], [2].
The predefined algorithms like FIFO, LRU, MRU, etc., have been tested in various conditions and also
implemented in real life. And their behavior is known, but if some new algorithms need to be deployed, rather than
deploying in an actual system, it could be first tested in a simulating environment.
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There exist certain algorithms that have not yet been deployed but have been researched extensively. The
implementation of these algorithms can be observed in the simulator to find loopholes in order to enhance the
performance. The algorithms that have been researched and modified in this project are:
1. Advanced LRU Page Replacement Algorithm
2. Augmentation of Data Structures for improving LRU’s performance.
The main problem is to design and implement page replacement techniques that are applied during demand
paging, such that they increase the performance during this process. These techniques improve the hit-ratio and
decrease the miss–rate incurred during the page replacement process. To also examine the effect of new policy with
that of the existing ones, on the parameters of hit-ratio and hit-rate, by simulating the environment required for this.

2. BACKGROUND WORK
A page replacement algorithm looks at the limited information about accessing the pages provided by
hardware, and tries to select which pages should be replaced to minimize the total number of page misses, while
balancing it with the costs of primary storage and processor time of the algorithm itself. There are many different
page replacement algorithms. A demand paging system is quite similar to a paging system with swapping where
processes reside in secondary memory and pages are loaded only on demand, not in advance. The existing Linux
kernel uses LRU as its page replacement policy, as it is the most suitable one in practical terms [2]. Therefore
Researchers are modifying and extending LRU policy with new ones [5]. The old page replacement mechanism in
Linux (up to and including 2.6.27) has two major classes of problems:
● Sometimes the kernel evicts the wrong pages, resulting in bad performance
● The kernel scans over pages that should not be evicted. This results in increased CPU use on large
memory systems, but results in catastrophic CPU use and lock contention on huge systems.

3. APPROACHES
1. Advanced LRU Page Replacement Algorithm
2. Augmentation of Data Structures for improving LRU’s performance.
Advanced LRU Page Replacement Algorithm
The algorithmic steps to determine which page to evict after any page fault are as follows:
Parameters used :
R : Total number of references.
M : Modified bit (Set 1 if page is modified else 0, set 0 after eviction, each page table contains a Modified reference
entry, initialized to zero at the start i.e. M =0, for all pages. When the contents of any page change, M will be set,
M=1 for that page)
T : Spent time since last reference (for each page that holds the time when that page was referenced)
Step 1: When a page fault occurs, it will check (R) for all pages. If only one page found with minimum (R) value,
that page will be evicted from memory.
Step 2: If there are more than 1 pages with minimum (R) value, M=0 for all of them, treat it same as LRU.
Step 3: If a page with minimum (R) value is found having, M=1 then select that page for eviction.
Step 4: If minimum (R) value is shared between no. of pages, and all of them have M=1, then evict the page which
is recently modified considering the most (T) value among those pages.
Note: (R) and (T) values are checked every time for each page to select a page for eviction.
Augmentation of Data Structures (Doubly Linked Lists) in existing LRU policy
In doubly circular link list we apply the move-to-front (MTF) self heuristic method to design the LRU page
replacement algorithm. Self arrangement improves the average access time in the link list. The goal of this
augmentation in doubly circular link list is to improve efficiency of linear search [11].
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MTF method moves the most recently accessed element to the head of the link list shown in figure 1. So,
all the most recently accessed nodes are available at the head of the link list for future access.
When any node is accessed, it directly moves to head of the link list. Therefore most recently pages moves
at head or near about it. Also we insert the element at the head position, so first element of self-adjustable doubly
circular link list always most recently used. Therefore all the pages at the tail of the link list are least recently used.
So we delete the element from the tail of the self adjustable doubly circular link list. Therefore this technique has no
extra computational or memory overhead.
Algorithm :
Step 1: Search page table for page p.
Step 2: If page is available then move page p to the head of the self-adjustable doubly circular link list. Increase hit
counter by one and exit; otherwise increase miss counter by 1 and go to step 3.
Step 3: If free space in page table then insert page p to the head of the link list otherwise go to step 4
Step 4: I) Delete the page from the tail of the link list then
II) Insert the page p at the head of the link list

Fig-1: MTF method

4. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
We used the following two test cases to simulate our algorithms. Each test case contains the no. of processes and the
no. of reference strings used.
Test Case 1: No. of Processes: 4 , No. of Reference Strings: 50
The time taken by LRU algorithm is 8.6 msec whereas that of Augmented LRU is 7.525 msec.
Algorithm

No of page miss

FIFO

35

LRU

33

Optimal

29

Advanced LRU

25

Augmented LRU

33
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Table-1: Result of Test Case 1

Fig-2:Graph of Test Case 1

Test Case 2: No. of Processes: 5, No. of Reference Strings: 100
The time taken by LRU algorithm is 9.0 msec whereas that of Augmented LRU is 7.765 msec.

Algorithm

No of page miss

FIFO

62

LRU

54

Optimal

49

Advanced LRU

42

Augmented LRU

54

Table-2: Result of Test Case 2

Fig-3:Graph of Test Case 2

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
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The new page replacement policies, i.e., Advanced LRU and Augmentation of data structures are implemented in a
simulator on same data set, and the results are compared with the existing policies.
We can further incorporate Machine Learning and Data Analytics to understand patterns in a given
program in order to automate generation of reference strings. Furthermore, augmentation of data structures like hash
table, splay tree, etc can be done to improve the performance of page replacement algorithms.
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